
Vishnu Sasi
Angular developer with 4+ years of experience

Vishnu Sasi
Parappurath (H), Pancode

682310, Ernakulam, Kerala,India
H +91 8129447678

B vishnusasi18@gmail.com

Career Objective
I am seeking a position according to my experience and skills in web development
utilizing my skills and abilities to the best to help me and the organization to build
up on and enhance in a positive way.

Experience
06/2019 -
06/2022

Kameda Infologics, Thiruvanathapuram, Software Engineer

06/2022 -
09/2023

eInfochips Ltd (An Arrow company), Bangalore, Engineer

10/2023 -
Present

Beinex Consulting, Kochi, Software Engineer

Technical Skills
Web

Technologies
Angular,JavaScript,TypeScript,HTML,SCSS,Bootstrap,React

Version
Control

Microsoft Visual SourceSafe,Git

IDE Visual Studio Code

Projects Info
Title HIS (Health Information System)

Description HIS (Health Information System) is a product-based application that mainly provides
services for the healthcare domain. The frontend of the application is developed
using Angular, backend APIs are handled with C and PostgreSQL as a database.
This involves many modules like EMR (Electronic Medical Records), Security, Front
Office etc. The benefit of the product is mainly for Administrators, nurses, doctors
etc to handle their activities easily.
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Title Covid 19 Tracker
Description Covid 19 Tracker is help to collect information like symptoms,travel history,contact

list,test results from contingent and authorised patient can view collected details
and give instructions to contingent.

Title Vaccination Tracker for COVID-19
Description Vaccination Tracker for COVID-19 is to manage vaccination process easily,it collect

vaccination details and generate notification for next dose and availability of vaccines.
Title MPA2 (Web Application)

Description This web application was designed to be user-friendly and responsive, accessible
from any device with an internet connection. It allows users to view real-time events
and control the settings of the IoT device, such as current modes and settings.
This application also includes features to set up notifications and alerts for different
events, such as fire detection, etc.

Title Ti-Ordering System
Description The Ti-ordering System aims to create a user-friendly and efficient system for

ordering products. This web application will allow users to search for products, add
them to a cart, and checkout with ease. The system also has a Profile checkout
interface to manage profiles in the system.

Title Aurex
Description Aurex is a dedicated risk and audit management platform that streamlines your

auditing processes. With intuitive advanced visual analytics dashboards and collabo-
ration capabilities, Aurex enables risk managers, auditors, auditees, business owners,
and management team members to interact within the platform to make informed
decisions at the right time.

Technologies
used

Angular,React,C,.Net,PostgreSQL

Project
management

tools

ZOHO,Microsoft Visual SourceSafe
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Education
2015–2018 MCA, MG University, SNGCE Kadayirippu ,Kolenchery,Ernakulam
2012–2015 BCA, MG University, C.E.T COLLEGE Airapuram, Ernakulam
2010–2012 Higher Secondary, State Board, GHSS,Pazhamthottam,Ernakulam

2010 SSLC, State Board, RMHSS Vadavucode,Ernakulam

Languages
English
Malayalam

Declaration
I hereby declare that the information given above is correct to the best of my knowledge.

Yours faithfully,
Vishnu Sasi
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